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ON-LINE BAYESIAN TREE-STRUCTURED TRANSFORMATION OF HIDDENMARKOV MODELS FOR SPEAKER ADAPTATIONShaojun Wang1 Yunxin Zhao2Beckman Institute and Dept. of ECE, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 618011Dept. of CECS, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 652112swang@ifp.uiuc.edu zhao@cecs.missouri.eduABSTRACTThis paper presents a new recursive Bayesian learning ap-proach for transformation parameter estimation in speakeradaptation. Our goal is to incrementally transform (oradapt) the entire set of HMM parameters for a new speakeror new acoustic enviroment from a small amount of adapta-tion data. By establishing a clustering tree of HMM Gaus-sian mixture components, the nest ane transformationparameters for individual HMM Gaussian mixture compo-nents can be dynamically searched. The on-line Bayesianlearning technique proposed in our recent work is used forrecursive maximum a posteriori estimation of ane trans-formation parameters. Speaker adaptation experiments us-ing a 26-letter English alphabet vocabulary are conducted,and the viability of the on-line learning framework is con-rmed. 1. INTRODUCTIONAdaptation technique has been widely studied for practi-cal speech recognition systems in the last decade. It can beclassied into the following two major approaches: Bayesianapproach [4] and transformation approach [2, 6]. In theBayesian adaptation approach [4], prior distributions areassumed for the parameters in HMMs and maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimates for the parameters are calcu-lated instead of maximum likelihood (ML) estimates. Inthis approach, recognition performance improvement willbe achieved when the amount of adaptation data is rela-tively large. In transformation based adaptation approach,a simple transformation is dened in the spectral featurespace or the HMM parameter space and the transforma-tion parameters are estimated using the adaptation data.Transformation approach is more eective than Bayesianapproach when the amount of adaptation data is relativelysmall.Adaptation techniques may operate in a number ofmodes: supervised vs. unsupervised and batch vs. on-line (incremental or sequential). For real-world applica-tions, the unsupervised mode is usually more realistic anddesirable. The on-line adaptation is aiming at incremen-tally estimating the parameters as each block of adapta-tion/training/testing data is enrolled. This block data isthen discarded after adaptation is completed. As a conse-quence, the computational load and memory requirementcan be eectively reduced.Modeling the correlations among speech sounds forspeaker adaptation is widely studied in recent years. Sinceit is unlikely to have sucient speech data correspondingto all HMM units in a small adaptation set, certain pa-rameter correlation and tying are introduced so that themodel parameters can be consistently and fully adjusted.This agrees in principle with the notion that there existsan underlying acoustic and linguistic structure in speechthat should be exploited to improve adaptation eciency.Correlation among Gaussian mean parameter vectors havebeen used in HMM parameter adaptation. Tying is widelyused in transformation based adaptation [6]. Certain tech-niques relate parameter vectors across all classes by makingMarkovian assumptions on the dependency structure. Thejoint correlation is represented by a low-order conditional
distribution and hence a relatively small number of param-eters are used to characterize the dependency. Examplesinclude Markov random elds, multiscale tree processes,tree-structural MAP adaptation.In this paper, we propose an on-line Bayesian transfor-mation algorithm that uses a hierarchical tree structureto control the degree of transformation tying. The un-derlying theoretical framework is the recursive Bayesianlearning we developed recently. Chien [1] recently devel-oped an on-line Bayesian transformation-based adaptationscheme, that uses the recursive approximate quasi-Bayesalgorithm [5] to estimate the model transformation param-eters. The HMM Gaussian parameters were incrementallyadapted through a set of transformation functions. A hier-archical tree of HMM parameters was build, and for eachHMM Gaussian component, the nearest node containingthe adaptation data tokens was extracted and its param-eters were used for on-line adaptation. Due to the use ofrecursive quasi-Bayes estimation, the forms of transforma-tion functions were limited to those having a reproducibleprior/posterior pdf pairs, which unfortunately were veryfew. The recognition performance was sensitive to the up-date intervals, the longer the better. Using long updateintervals is usually undesirable due to the associated highcomputational cost and expensive memory storage. Ourproposed on-line Bayesian learning overcomes these draw-backs.2. RECURSIVE BAYESIAN LEARNINGAssume that independent random variables ok's are re-ceiveded sequentially and are described by a probabilitydensity function with parameter . Applying the Bayes the-orem, we obtain a recursive expression for the a posterioripdf of , given ok = fo1;    ; okg, asp(jok) = p(ok jok 1 ;)p(jok 1)p(okjok 1) = p(okj)p(jok 1)R p(okj)p(jok 1)d (1)Successive computation of Eqn. (1) introduces an ever-expanding combination of the previously obtained posteriorpdf's and thus quickly leads to a combinatorial explosionof product terms. Quasi-Bayes learning [5] approximatesthe resulting posterior distribution p(jok), by the \clos-est" tractable distribution g(j(k)) with a given class P ,under the criterion that both distributions have the samemode. Then the EM algorithm is applied and the hyper-parameters of the approximate posterior distribution andmodel parameters are incrementally updated.In this work, we propose a new approach for recursiveBayesian learning of parameters of stochastic processes. Ateach step, we only calculate  that maximizes p(jok). Re-peated maximization of p(jok); k = 1; 2;    ; produces thesequence of estimates.The general recursive estimator for parameters of astochastic process is of the form:(k+1) = (k) + "kH(ok+1; (k)) 1h(ok+1; (k)) (2)where "k is a sequence of small positive gains which canbe either xed as a constant or decrease with the index k.The adaptive matrix H(ok+1; (k)) and the score function
h(ok+1; (k)) jointly dene the way that the parameter  isupdated as a function of new observations.Dene Rok+1 (; (k)) to be the auxiliary function oflog posterior likelihood, Rok+1(; (k)) = Qok+1(; (k)) +logp(j), where Qok+1 (; (k)) denotes the auxiliary func-tion of log likelihood as dened in EM algorithm [7] andp(j) is the prior pdf of  with parameter . We rst de-rive a recursive estimation formula by using the normalizedauxiliary function 1k+1Rok+1 (; (k)) as the objective func-tion. Maximizing the second-order Taylor series expansionof 1k+1Rok+1(; (k)) with respect to  and denoting themaximizing point by (k+1) , we have(k+1) = (k) + [H(ok+1; (k))] 1 1k+1 @Rok+1 (;(k))@ j=(k)(3)and H(ok+1; (k)) =   1k+1 @2Rok+1 (;(k))@@T= 1k+1 [IC(ok+1j(k)) + Ip((k))] (4)where IC(ok+1j(k)) = Pk+1i=1 IC(oij(k)) is the conditionalexpectation of the complete-data information matrix givenok+1 [7], Ip() is prior information matrix, i.e., negativeHessian matrix of log p(j). Eqn. (3) corresponds to onestep of the Newton-Raphson algorithm for maximizing thenormalized auxiliary function 1k+1Rok+1 (; (k)), initializedat (k), and it is called the (batch) EM gradient algorithm[7]. From Eqn. (4), we can see that the eect of priorinformation decreases as the number of observations be-comes large. If we replace IC(ok+1j(k)) in H(ok+1; (k)) byits expectation, i.e., the complete data Fisher informationIk+1CF ((k)) = Pk+1i=1 ICF;i((k)), then Eqn. (3) correspondsto one step of the (batch) EM gradient scoring algorithm[7].Let `k(; (k)) = Rok+1(; (k)) Rok(; (k)) = Qok+1 (;(k)). Then, @Rk+1(;(k))@ = @Rk(;(k))@ + @`k(;(k))@ .Assuming that (k) maximizes Rk(; (k)), so that@Rok (;(k))@ j=(k) = 0, then we have@Rok+1 (;(k))@ j=(k) = @`k(;(k))@ j=(k) (5)As such, we obtain a recursive estimation formula as thefollowing:(k+1) = (k) + [H(ok+1; (k))] 1 @`k(;(k))@ j=(k) (6)where H(ok+1; (k)) is recursively calculated by an approxi-mation 1k+1 [Pk+1i=1 IC(oij(i))+Ip((k))] or 1k+1 [Pk+1i=1 ICF;i((i)) + Ip((k))]. In order to satisfy @Rok+1 (;(k+1))@ j=(k+1) = 0, we iterate Eqn. (6) several times for each (k)and denote the resulting estimate as (k+1).When the complete data belongs to regular exponentialfamily, the information matrix IC(ok+1j(k)) or the com-plete data Fisher information Ik+1CF ((k)) is indeed alwayspositive denite. If we choose the prior probability prop-erly, the matrix H(ok+1; (k)) will be positive denite. Thisfact in turn implies strict concavity of Rok+1 (; (k)) anduniqueness of the maximizing point for Rok+1 (; (k)). Italso implies that H(ok+1; (k)) 1 1k+1 @`k(;(k))@ j=(k) is an
ascent direction, and therefore a fractional step " in the di-rection will lead to an increase in 1k+1Rok+1 (ok+1; ), thatis, 1k+1Rok+1 (ok+1; (k+1)) > 1k+1Rok+1 (ok+1; (k)). Thuswe can modify Eqn. (6) to be(k+1) = (k) + "kH(ok+1; (k)) 1 1k+1 @`k(;(k))@ ]j=(k)(7)and the modied algorithm has the desirable property ofbeing locally monotonic when 0 < "k < 2. The optimalchoice of "k at each step is determined by line search alongthe direction of H(ok+1; (k)) 1 1k+1 @`k(;(k))@ ]j=(k) fromthe current estimate (k) to maximize 1k+1Rok+1 (; (k)).3. RECURSIVE BAYESIAN LEARNING FORTRANSFORMATION PARAMETERSAmong the previous studies, Digalakis [3] applied theincremental EM algorithms in recursive maximum likeli-hood estimation of ane transformation parameters. Huoand Lee developed a quasi-Bayes approach [5] for HMMs.Chien [1] applied the quasi-Bayes approach for on-line tree-structured transformation of HMM. In Chien's work, theform of transformation function was restricted in order toderive a reproducible prior/posterior pair. In our currentstudy, the recursive Bayesian learning is considered for on-line estimation of transformation parameters. Due to therelaxation in the form of priors, the transformation func-tion can be chosen in many forms without complicating thealgorithm.Consider an N -state continuous density HMM. The stateobservation probability density function of an vector obser-vation Yt 2 <n at time t is assumed to be a mixture of Mmultivariate Gaussian distributions:p(ytjxt = i;i) =PMm=1 ci;mN(ytji;m;i;m) (8)where N(ytji;m;i;m) denotes a Gaussian source withmean vector i;m and covariance matrix i;m, ci;m denotesmixture weight, and the parameters of the mixture densi-ties are denoted by  = fi;mg = fci;m; i;m;i;mg; i =1;    ; N;m = 1;    ;M .In recursive transformation-based Bayesian learning, ei-ther the HMM parameters  are transformed accordingto a transformation function G() in the model space,or the observations are obtained through a transformationfunction F() in the feature space, where  2 <D rep-resents nuisance parameters to be estimated. Let ok =fo1;    ; okg be k successively independent blocks of speechfeature vectors. The data blocks are used as the adaptationdata to estimate the transformation parameters .Several transformation functions have been introducedin literature for compensating the mismatch between testspeech and trained model speech. Extensive studies showthat ane transformation gives rather large improvementto speech recognition performance [2]. However, previouseorts in on-line Bayesian estimation could only considerbias and variance transformations due to the constraint inreproducible prior/posterior pairs. In the current study,ane transformation is employed, and the transformationof HMM parameters i;m = (ci;m; i;m;i;m) has the formof̂ = G(k) =  ci;m;A(k)c i;m + b(k)c ;A(k)c i;m(A(k)c )T  (9)Transformation function G() have C clusters with (k) =f(A(k)c ) 1; b(k)c g; c = 1;    ; C, and the HMM parametersi;m = (i;m;i;m) are assumed to be labeled by the cthcluster membership 
c.In choosing the prior pdf for , we assume that the matrixÂc, the inverse of transformation matrix Ac, and the biasvector bc are jointly Gaussian, i.e., (Âc; bc)  N(Âc; bcjc =fÂc ;bc ;Âc;bcg).
In this work we use the EM gradient recursive Bayesianlearning for transformation parameters. Assume that thelength of the k + 1th data block is Tk+1, i.e., ok+1 =(ok+1;1;    ; ok+1;Tk+1 ). Then`k(; (k)) = Qok+1 ;c(; (k)) =   12 PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c kt (i;m)logji;mj   2logjÂ(k)c j+ (Â(k)c ok+1;t   i;m   Â(k)c b(k)c )T 1i;m(Â(k)c ok+1;t   i;m   Â(k)c b(k)c ) (10)where kt (i;m) = Pr(x(k)t = i; z(k)t = mjok+1;A(k)c ; b(k)c ).Thus the score statistic can be written as@`k(;(k))@Â(k)c =  PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c kt (i;m) [(Â(k)c ) 1]T+ 1i;m(Â(k)c ok+1;t   i;m   Â(k)c b(k)c )(ok+1;t   b(k)c )T(11)@`k(;(k))@b(k)c =PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c kt (i;m)(Â(k)c )T 1i;m(Â(k)c ok+1;t   i;m   Â(k)c b(k)c ) (12)Dene  (k)t;i = p(xt = ij(k)), which can be ob-tained by transition matrix multiplication ( ~A((k))t)i,ri;m =  1i;m, i.e., the precision matrix, with ri;m;j;l,the (j; l)th element of ri;m, then the Fisher in-formation matrix ICF;k+1;c((k)) can be obtained by E[@2logp(ok+1; xk+1; zk+1)=@@T ]j=(k) , where xk+1and zk+1 denote the state and mixture indices for k + 1thblock of speech feature vectors, respectively.IC;ok+1 ;c(âc;j;l; âc;p;q ) =PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c  (k)t;i c(k)i;m( ac;l;pac;q;j +2[ri;m;j;pPnw=1Pns=1 âc;l;sri;m;s;w âc;q;w ](13)for j; l; p; q = 1;    ; nIC;ok+1 ;c(âc;j;l; bc;p) =PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c  (k)t;i c(k)i;m  2Pns=1 âc;s;pri;m;j;sPnw=1 âc;l;wi;m;w(14)for j; l; p = 1;    ; n; l 6= p.IC;ok+1 ;c(âc;j;l; bc;p) =PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c  (k)t;i c(k)i;m  2Pns=1 ri;m;j;s[(âc;s;lPnw=1 ac;l;w+Pnv=1 âc;s;v âc;v;w)i;m;w   i;m;s](15)for j; l = p = 1;    ; n.IC;ok+1 ;c(bc;p; bc;q) =PTk+1t=1 Pi;m2
c  (k)t;i c(k)i;m 2Pnw=1Pns=1 âc;s;pri;m;s;w âc;w;q(16)for p; q = 1;    ; nOf course, we can also use the matrix IC(ok+1j(k)), neg-ative of the second derivative of Eqn. (10).The prior information matrix Ipc () is given asIpc () =  @2logp()=@@T = rÂc ;bc (17)which is the precision matrix for (Âc; bc), i.e., rÂc ;bc = 1Âc;bc :Using (k+1) = f(A(k+1)c ) 1; b(k+1)c g; c = 1;    ; C, theHMM parameters are transformed according to Eqn. (9).
4. PRIOR DENSITY ESTIMATIONGenerally the empirical Bayes approach is used to es-timate the parameters c of the prior density [4]. LetO1;    ;OS denote the training data of speakers s =1;    ; S, each has the transformation parameter c;s andthe c;s' have a common prior distribution p(cjc). Themarginal distribution of training data O can be written asp(Ojc) = R QSs=1 p(Osjc;s)p(c;sjc)dc;s (18)Based on p(Ojc), we obtain a maximum likelihood esti-mate ̂c. However, ̂c is rather dicult to obtain due tothe integration in Eqn. (18). To alleviate the problem, weuse an alternative maximization procedure over c and cas suggested in [4], i.e.(k)c = argmax(c )p(O; cj(k)c ) (19)(k+1)c = argmax(c )p((k)c jc) (20)where Eqn. (19) is solved by the batch EM gradient methodof Eqn. (3), and Eqn. (20) is straightforward to solve.5. TREE-STRUCTURED TRANSFORMATIONWhen ane transformation functions are tied acrossGaussian mixture components, each transformation func-tion is associated with a number of mixture components.This is achieved by dening a set of transformation clus-ters where each cluster contains the mixture componentsassociated with the same transformation function. Thetree-structured clustering technique provides a hierarchicalway in dening transformation clusters. Once a hierarchicaltree is established, we are able to search for the most t-ted transformation parameters for on-line transformation ofHMM parameters and dynamically control the number oftransformation parameters such that the recognition per-formance can be improved for limited adaptation data aswell as abundant adaptation data.In this work, we follow the same procedure as in Chien[1] where the Gaussian mixture components of HMM's areclustered by using the binary split K-means algorithm withdivergence measure. The number of clusters C is chosento be 2d   1. After the clustering, a hierarchical tree ofGaussian parameters with d layers is built. Each Gaus-sian mixture component parameters i;m corresponds to dnodes in the tree, one at each layer. The root node cov-ers all Gaussian mixture components and the leaf nodes areoccupied by individual Gaussian mixture components.In the hierarchical tree, the labels of Gaussian mixturecomponents in each layer are stored in the correspondingtree node. Based on the labels, we can calculate the trans-formation parameters of each tree node by using the pro-posed on-line Bayesian learning. In general, the parametersin higher layers serve as coarse transformation and thosein lower layers serve as fine transformation. To retainne details of acoustic models, the transformation functionsshould be as detail as possible. In [1], a bottom-up strategyis proposed to automatically search for the transformationparameters of each Gaussian mixture component. In con-trast, we use a white-black tree based bottom-up top-downstrategy, where a bottom-up procedure is rst used to per-form on-line Bayesian learning of transformation parame-ters (k)c for the nodes containing adaptation data, and atop-down procedure is next used to perform ane transfor-mations on all the HMM's Gaussian mixture components.In the bottom-up procedure, we rst mark all the nodes bywhite. We then nd all the Gaussian mixture componentswith corresponding adaptation data and mark their parentsby black. We then move up one layer and for each blacknode in this layer, we collect adaptation data and performon-line Bayesian learning of transformation parameters (k)c ,and mark the parent of the node by black. We repeat thisprocedure until root node.
In the top-down procedure, starting from the root node,we go down one layer and check for white nodes from leftto right. If the parent of the current white node is black, itindicates that the parent node has the closest (or finest)transformation parameters for the leaves of the white node,and thus we perform ane transformation on all the Gaus-sian mixture components covered under this node by usingthe transformation parameters at this parent node. If theparent of the current white node is white, we move to thenext node at this layer. We repeat this procedure for alld layers. Figure 1 gives an illustration for this bottom-upestimation and top-down transformation procedure.
Figure 1. White-Black Tree for Bottom-Up Estima-tion and Top-Down TransformationAfter this bottom-up-top-down procedure, all the Gaus-sian mixture components are updated by the finest trans-formation parameters available.6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSTo examine the viability of the proposed technique, theon-line Bayesian learning approach is applied to on-linespeaker adaptation. We report a series of recognition ex-periments using vocabulary of 26-letter English alphabet.Two severely mismatched speech databases , the OGI ISO-LET and the TI46, were used for evaluating the adaptationalgorithm. A full discription for these two corpora can befound in [5]. For speaker independent training, the OGIISOLET data base was used. It consists of 150 speakers,each speaking each of the letters twice. For on-line Bayesianadaptation and testing, the English alphabet subset of theTI46 isolated word corpus was used. It was produced by 16speakers (8 males and 8 females), among them, data from4 males were incomplete. Therefore, only 12 speakers wereused in this study. Each person uttered each of the letters26 times. Ten of them were collected in the same session.The remaining 16 tokens were collected in 8 dierent ses-sions in which two tokens of each letter were collected ineach session. For each person and each letter, we divideequally those 16 tokens collected in eight dierent sessionsinto two parts, one for adaptive training, another for test-ing.In all the experiments, each letter in the vocabulary wasmodeled by a single left-to-right ve-state CDHMM. Eachstate had a Gaussian mixture density of four componentswith each component density having a diagonal covariancematrix. The speech feature was extracted based on a tenth-order LPC analysis, where the feature components are 12cepstral coecients, a normalized log energy and their rsttime derivatives.Starting with the SI initial models, we select training to-kens for each letter randomly and perform utterance-basedsupervised on-line adaptation. After each adaptation, wetest the recognizer on a seperate testing set to measure theperformance changes. We plot in Fig. 2 the performancecomparison of two setups, averaged over 12 speakers, as afunction of average total number of adaptation tokens perspeaker. In these two setups, one is using block diagonaltransformation matrix (two blocks, one for cepstral coe-cients and energy, the other is for the derivatives), anotheris using diagonal transformation matrix. In order to showthe advantage of our approach, we also draw the results of
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